
Features

Peripheral Turbine

High Pressure

Applications 

Water Boosting

Small Industrial

MODEL VOLTAGE INLET / 

OUTLET

LM/HM Kw AMP H x W x L mm Kg CODE

QB60+PC12 230v 1" 35/35 0.37 2.5 360 x 155 x 265 6.5 9000-2062

QB60+PC12 Automatic Booster Pump

QB range are peripheral turbine pumps, made to develop high pressure with limited flow rates. The 

pump impeller is brass and the pump casing is cast iron. Clean water only and mainly used for water 

boosting of small scale booster systems. IP44. 1" Inlet and 1" Outlet. Fitted with the PC12 electronic  

controller offers control of the pump automatic starting and stopping of the water when opening or 

closing any tap or valve with in the installation. When the water pump starts, it keeps running while 

any tap is opened in the system, giving a constant flow and pressure to the network.



PC12 has a built in non return valve and a fail safe for dry running. PC12 auto re-start and dry run protection. 

When break downs occur, such as water failure or obstruction of the suction pipe, the PC12 can help prevent 

damage by stopping the pump from running. When the water supply is restricted or stopped, the water pump 

will stop automatically after 20 seconds. After 10 seconds the water pump will re-start for 40 seconds to check if 

the water has returned. If there is no water the pump will switch off for 10 seconds then try again for 40 

seconds. If there is still no water supply, the water pump will stop automatically and turn to the dry-running 

protection status. After 24 hours, the pump will start automatically and repeat the above procedures. During dry 

running protection status the water pump will start automatically again if the flow through the controller is more 

than the starting flow.
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